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Abstract
Here we present several bilingual dictionary building methods applied for Northern Saami–{English, Finnish,
Hungarian, Russian} language pairs. Since Northern Saami is an under-resourced language and standard dictionary building methods require a large amount of pre-processed data, we had to find alternative methods. Here we
compare the results for each method, which proves our expectations that the precision of standard lexicon building
methods is quite low. The most precise method is utilizing Wikipedia title pairs extracted via inter-language links,
but Wiktionary-based methods also provide useful result.
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Introduction
Since manual dictionary building is time-consuming and takes a significant amount of skilled work,
it is not affordable in the case of lesser used languages. However, completely automatic generation of
clean bilingual resources is not possible according to the state of the art, but it is possible to create socalled proto-dictionaries which contain candidate translation pairs produced by dictionary building
methods.
The standard dictionary building methods are based on parallel or comparable corpora, thus they
need a large amount of (pre-processed) data and a seed lexicon which is then used to acquire additional translations of the context words. One of the shortcomings of this approach is that it is sensitive
to the choice of parameters such as the size of the context, the size of the corpus, the size of the seed
lexicon, and the choice of the association and similarity measures.
Northern Saami is under-resourced, and the standard text processing tools are lacking (with the exception of Giellatekno). Therefore, the standard dictionary building methods cannot be used for this
language, thus conducting experiments with alternative methods was needed. We made experiments
with several lexicon building methods utilizing crowd-sourced language resources, such as Wikipedia
and Wiktionary.

Creating the proto-dictionaries
1. Wikipedia title pairs: we created bilingual dictionaries from Wikipedia title pairs using the interwiki links
2. Wiktionary-based methods using the Wikt2dict tool:
https://github.com/juditacs/wikt2dict
(a) Wikt2dict extraction: we parsed the English, Finnish, Russian and Hungarian editions of Wiktionary and extracted translations from the translation tables
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Table 1: Results for the merged dictionaries

The standard dictionary creation methods have a lower performance on less-resourced language
pairs, which is proved by the following facts:
• the ok-ok category is much better for sme–rus than for the other language pairs, because the sme–
rus merged dictionary does not contain translation candidates from the automatically generated
Opus dictionary
• the total number of wrong word pairs (ok-wr + nd-wr + wr-xx) is more than 10% lower for sme–rus
than for the other language pairs
We also extracted all useful word pairs from the merged dictionary for each language pair. Table
1 contains the number of all word pairs for each language pair and the ratio of the number of useful
word pairs and the number of all word pairs. In this case, useful word pairs comprise all word pairs
minus the wr-xx category, since correct dictionary forms and translation equivalents were manually
added by the human validator.

Evaluation of the methods
Category tags given to word pairs in the merged dictionaries were projected onto the corresponding
word pairs in the proto-dictionaries. Results for each method were then summed up across all language pairs, as can be seen in Table 2. The total number of dictionary entries of proto-dictionaries is
also presented in the first column.
method

all ok-ok ok-nd nd-ok nd-nd ok-wr nd-wr wr-xx
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WikiTitle 2,989 94.58
W2D ext
921 91.75
W2D tri 11,714 60.94
KDE4
8,401 29.23

0.33 1.20 0.70 1.97 0.33 0.67
0.00 3.69 0.00 3.04 0.33 1.09
0.79 4.23 0.20 26.26 1.05 6.49
3.61 11.25 16.83 13.81 14.13 10.97

Table 2: Results for the methods

The ratio of the number of the correct (ok-ok) word pairs and the total number of word pairs can be
treated as the precision of a method.

(b) Wikt2dict triangulation: discovering previously non-existent links between translations with
a triangulation method, which is based on the assumption that two expressions are likely to be
translations, if they are translations of the same word in a third language

I. Wikipedia title pairs: valuable, since translations were manually made by Wikipedia editors
II. Wikt2dict extraction: reliable, since Wiktionary entries are manually created
III. Wikt2dict triangulation: 30% decrease, since it does not directly use manually created links
IV. KDE4: the lowest result, since it is a standard method developed for well-resourced languages
The number of the created dictionary entries can be treated as a kind of coverage.
I. Wikt2dict triangulation: methods with low precision scores have a quite good coverage
II. KDE4: methods with low precision scores have a quite good coverage
III. Wikipedia title pairs: Wikipedia contains more articles
IV. Wikt2dict extraction: Wiktionary’s translation tables contain less translations

Discussion & Conclusion

Evaluation
The proto-dictionaries for each language pair were merged, and repeated lines were filtered out. These
merged files were then manually validated by a linguist expert of Northern Saami. The following categories come from the validation:
• ok-ok: the source and the target word are valid words, they are dictionary forms, and they are
translations of each other
• ok-nd: the source and the target word are valid words, they are translations of each other, but the
target word is not a dictionary form
• nd-ok: the source and the target word are valid words, they are translations of each other, but the
source word is not a dictionary form
• nd-nd: the source and the target word are valid words, they are translations of each other, but none
of them are dictionary forms
• ok-wr: the source word is a valid word, it is a dictionary form, but the target word is not a valid
word or it is not a correct translation of the source word
• nd-wr: the source word is a valid word but not a dictionary form, and the target word is not a valid
word or it is not a correct translation of the source word

• Northern Saami is an under-resourced language & standard dictionary building methods require a
large amount of pre-processed data → we had to find alternative methods
• the results proved our expectations: the precision of the standard lexicon building methods is quite
low
• the most precise method is using Wikipedia title pairs, but Wiktionary-based methods also provided
useful result
• the KDE4 dictionaries were generated from running text → the number of non-dictionary forms
and wrong translations is higher
• the ok-wr figure for the Wikt2dict triangulation method is the highest → polysemy
• the number of articles and entries highly depends on the activity of editors knowing the Northern
Saami language and willing to create new articles and entries

Future work
• precision and coverage scores for the other under-resourced languages we deal with
• another kind of coverage: comparing the number of the word pairs in the merged dictionaries to
the number of the Northern Saami words in the version of Wiktionary in the language concerned
• translation pairs enriched with obligatory pieces of linguistic information will be uploaded as new
entries into Wiktionary

• wr-xx: the source word is not a valid word
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